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6   Ways   Private   Investigators   can   prove   cohabitation  
 
Private   investigators   conduct   cohabitation   investigations   to   prove   that   a   client’s   ex-spouse   is   living   with   someone,   thereby   allowing   the  
client   to   adjust   or   terminate   the   amount   of   alimony   they   are   paying.  
 

What   is   Cohabitation?  
First,   let’s   begin   with   a   clear   definition.   Cohabitation   is   simply   the   act   of   two   people   living   together   in   a   sexual   relationship   without   being  
married.   Of   course,   what   constitutes   cohabitation   is   different   depending   upon   the   state   in   which   you   live.   In   Utah,   cohabitation   may  
affect   alimony,   also   known   as   spousal   support.   In   some   instances,   it   may   even   affect   child   custody   arrangements.   During   the   final  
analysis,   the   court   determines   whether   or   not   spousal   support   is   granted,   the   amount   granted,   and   how   long   the   spousal   support   will  
continue.   Additionally,   the   court   may   take   infidelity   into   consideration   or   other   matters   that   contributed   to   the   divorce.   Either   way,   it   can  
be   a   lengthy   and   complicated   process   where   consulting   a   divorce   attorney   is   recommended.  

Let’s   look   at   an   example.   You   and   your   spouse   decide   to   divorce   due   to   irreconcilable   differences.   The   court   stipulates   that   you   are   to  
pay   your   ex-spouse   several   thousand   dollars   a   month   in   spousal   support.   The   court   considers   many   factors   when   coming   up   with   the  
actual   amount   of   alimony.   Regardless,   in   Utah,   spousal   support   can   only   be   terminated   or   adjusted   for   a   few   reasons.  

● Death   of   the   Recipient:  In   our   example   from   above,   if   your   ex-spouse   dies   (or   you   die)   then   you   no   longer   pay   spousal   support.  



 
● Remarriage   of   the   Recipient:  If   your   ex-spouse   remarries,   then   spousal   support   can   be   terminated.  

 
● Cohabitation   of   the   Recipient:  If   your   ex-spouse   begins   living   with   someone   in   a   sexual   relationship   without   being   married,   you  

may   petition   the   court   to   adjust   or   terminate   spousal   support.  
 
As   a   reminder,   the   above   examples   refer   to   cohabitation   within   the   state   of   Utah.   The   laws   in   other   states   may   differ.   For   example,   in  
Colorado,   the   act   of   cohabitating   is   not,   by   itself,   necessarily   grounds   to   end   or   even   modify   the   amount   of   alimony   someone   is   paying.  
Before   conducting   a   cohabitation   investigation,   it   is   imperative   that   you   familiarize   yourself   with   the   state   laws   in   your   area.  

Proving   Cohabitation  
Knowing   someone   is   cohabiting   and   proving   it   are   two   entirely   different   things.   Unfortunately,   proving   cohabitation   may   or   may   not   end  
your   obligation   to   pay   alimony.   The   court   has   the   final   say.   For   this   reason,   proving   cohabitation   in   Utah   requires   a   private   investigator  
to   demonstrate   that   the   ex-spouse   is   living   in   what   the   courts   call   a   spouse-like   relationship.   With   this   in   mind,   I   recommend   a   careful  
reading  Haddow   v.   Haddow ,   the   1985   Utah   case   decided   by   the   Utah   Supreme   Court.   Typically,   proving   cohabitation   involves   about  
three   factors.   Continuing   with   our   example   from   above:  
 

● Your   ex-spouse   and   partner   live   in   the   same   residence  

● Your   ex-spouse   and   partner   are   in   a   sexual   relationship  

● Your   ex-spouse   and   partner   share   expenses   and   demonstrate   joint   decision-making  

Of   course,   there   are   other   factors   to   consider:  

● Length   of   time   your   ex-spouse   and   partner   have   been   living   together  

● Sharing   of   parenting   duties  

● Evidence   your   ex-spouse’s   financial   situation   has   changed   as   a   result   of   the   cohabitation  

With   these   factors   in   mind,   how   does   a   private   investigator   prove   cohabitation?   I’ve   outlined   six   steps   to   proving   cohabitation.   Bear   in  
mind,   a   typical   cohabitation   investigation   can   take   three   to   four   weeks   and   cost   at   least   a   couple   of   thousand   dollars   or   more.  

6   Ways   Private   Investigators   Can   Prove   Cohabitation  
       Surveillance Public   Records  

Social   Media Trash   Pull  

Statements Background   Investigations  

Combined,   these   six   steps   work   together   to   provide   a   six-legged   stool   that   supports   cohabitation.   Let’s   consider   each   specific   step   in  
detail.  

1.   Surveillance  
Surveillance  is   utilized   over   the   course   of   three   to   four   weeks   to   aid   in   proving   cohabitation.   We   are   looking   for   the   routines   that   are   part  
of   all   of   our   lives.   That   means   video   evidence   of   the   ex-spouse   and   partner   coming   and   going   to   the   residence   including   video   evidence  
of   them   using   keys   and   garage   door   openers   as   well   as   parking   in   the   driveway   and   garage.  
Additionally,   useful   video   evidence   includes   documentation   of   the   ex-spouse   and   partner   engaged   in   yardwork,   house   maintenance   and  
retrieving   mail   from   the   mailbox.   The   storage   of   tools,   boats,   trailers,   and   other   items   owned   by   the   partner   should   also   be   documented.  
Public   displays   of   affection   between   the   ex-spouse   and   partner   are   an   added   bonus.  

2.   Public   Records  
The   second   leg   of   our   six-legged   stool   of   cohabitation   is   a   search   of   public   records.   This   may   reveal   shared   utility   accounts   or   vehicle  
ownership.  

3.   Social   media  
Speaking   of   shared   accounts,   does   the   ex-spouse   and   partner   share  social   media  accounts?   Even   if   they   don’t,   be   sure   to   document  
their   social   media   posts   of   shared   activities   and   shared   vacations.  

https://law.justia.com/cases/utah/supreme-court/1985/18368-0.html
https://www.pinow.com/investigations/surveillance
https://www.pinow.com/investigations/social-media-investigations


4.   Trash   Pull  
A   trash   pull   can   be   a   veritable   goldmine   of   information   when   it   comes   to   proving   cohabitation.   The   more   evidence   you   have   the   better  
your   client’s   chance   in   court.  

You   may   find   many   useful   items   in   a   trash   pull   including   notes,   letters,   and   other   documentation   suggesting   a   spouse-like   relationship.  
Prescription   bottles   and   banking   paperwork   may   indicate   shared   accounts.   Just   keep   in   mind   that   going   through   someone’s   trash   is  
generally   only   permissible   only   once   it   has   been   taken   to   the   curb   and   is   no   longer   the   property   of   the   owner.  

5.   Gathering   Statements  
How   does   the   neighborhood   view   the   relationship?   Interview   neighbors   and   others   in   the   community.   They   may   be   able   to   shed   light   on  
how   the   relationship   between   the   ex-spouse   and   partner   is   viewed.   This   should   be   done   at   the   end   of   the   investigation   as   it   will   no  
doubt   get   back   to   the   ex-spouse.  

Has   the   couple   gone   on   vacation   together?   Be   sure   to   track   down   where   they   stayed.   You   might   be   able   to   gather   statements   from  
hotel   and   resort   staff   stating   that   the   couple   were   in   the   same   room   and   engaged   in   public   displays   of   affection.  

6.   Background   check  
Finally,   a  background   investigation  of   the   ex-spouse’s   partner   may   also   reveal   problems.   While   it   may   not   prove   cohabitation,   it   could  
help   in   the   child   custody   area.  
In   the   end,   only   the   court   can   determine   if   an   ex-spouse   and   partner   are   living   in   a   spouse-like   relationship.   Moreover,   it   is   also   up   to  
the   court   to   adjust   or   terminate   alimony.   Like   most   things   in   life,   there   are   no   guarantees.   But   with   these   6   steps,   a   private   investigator  
can   make   a   serious   effort   to   advise   the   court   of   changes   in   the   ex-spouse’s   living   arrangements.  

 

About   the   Author  
Notable   private   investigator   Scott   Fulmer   is   the   principal   and   lead   investigator   at  Intermountain   PI ,   the   premiere   private   investigation  
firm   throughout   the   Intermountain   West.   Scott   is   a   30-year   veteran   private   investigator,   host   of   the   Intermountain   PI   Podcast   and   author  
of   the   critically   acclaimed   true   crime   memoir,   Confessions   of   a   Private   Eye.   It’s   available   on   Amazon   and   Barnes   and   Noble.   Find   him  
on   the   web   at   www.intermountainpi.com  

 

 

 
 

What   to   do   when   your   Process   Service   is   Contested  
By   Stephanie   Irvine  

 

 

Unfortunately,   process   servers   will   occasionally   encounter   a   situation   where   a   defendant   or   party   contests   their   service   in   court.   When  
service   is   contested,   the   defense   will   file   a  motion   to   quash (often   referred   to   as   an   MTQ).   MTQs   essentially   ask   a   judge   to   render   the  
service   inadequate   or   that   it   never   happened.   This   is   a   critical   component   of   a   case,   as   it   affects   the   overall   outcome.   For   process  
servers,   having   service   of   process   quashed   is   certainly   imperative   to   avoid.   Knowing   how   to   prevent   this   from   happening   is   important,  
so   we   have   some   tips   to   help   you   be   prepared   if   this   comes   up.  

Why   Motions   to   Quash   Happen  
It   is   not   difficult   to   effectuate   quality   service   that   simply   cannot   be   contested   —   yet   there   are   inexperienced,   improperly   trained   servers,  
or   worse,   process   servers   who   do   not   care.   Not   all   process   servers   are   the   same,   which   is   why   finding  a   quality   server  is   so   important.  
Even   if   an   experienced,   excellent   process   server   effectuates   service,   but   the  service   affidavit  is   not   filed   properly   with   the   court,  
opposing   counsel   often   files   a   motion   to   quash.  

https://www.pinow.com/investigations/background
https://intermountainpi.com/
https://www.illinoislegalaid.org/legal-information/motion-quash
https://www.serve-now.com/
https://www.serve-now.com/articles/133/affidavit-of-service


Defense   teams   can  and   will  contest   service   if   they   have   a   reasonable   belief   that   the   individual   was   improperly   served   and   that   a  
judge   would   render   the   service   quashed   as   a   result   of   their   motion   to   quash.   Sometimes,   the   accusation   that   service   was   not   rendered  
properly   (or   at   all)   is   a   complete   stretch,   and   in   those   cases,   the   judge   likely   dismisses   the   MTQ   because   there   is   adequate   evidence   to  
support   that   service   was,   in   fact,   effectuated.   One   good   way   to   reliably   capture   such   evidence   is   by   using  ServeManger  which,   among  
other   useful   features,   allows   you   to   create   affidavits   using   job   data   as   well   as   log   GPS   data   directly   from   the   field.   Other   times,   there   will  
be   a   reasonable   doubt   that   service   occurred,   and   the   judge   may   throw   out   the   service   in   those   cases.  

Court   Process:   What   Happens   When   Service   is   Contested  
If   the   defense   files   a   motion   to   quash   service,   the   plaintiff   needs   to   provide   legal   evidence   to   support   that   they   properly   effectuated  
service   on   the   correct   person   or   party.   Ultimately,   there   are   two   outcomes.   The   first   potential   outcome   is   that   the   court   deems   the  
service   confirmed   and   the   MTQ   is   dismissed.   The   other   outcome   is   that   the   service   itself   is   dismissed,   and   the   entire   process   starts  
over   for   that   case,   which   is   both   costly,   time-consuming,   and   frustrating   for   all   parties   involved,   especially   if   proceedings   are   well  
underway.  

Contested   service   is   especially   costly   during   the   middle   of   proceedings.   Service   does   not   have   to   be   contested   at   the   beginning   of   the  
court   proceedings,   which   is   what   can   make   it   incredibly   problematic   because   it   can   derail   an   entire   case   after   resources   are   already  
allocated   to   said   case.   Since   anyone   can   contest   process   service   at   any   time   in   the   case,   process   servers   should   be   sure   to   keep   proof  
of   service   for   an   extended   period   of   time   to   support   their   work.   If   a   process   server’s   work   is   contested,   they   will   provide   proof   of   service,  
whether   it’s   an   affidavit   other   documentation,   and   present   it   to   the   court.  

If   a   process   server   repeatedly   has   issues   with   service,   they   will   absolutely   lose   business,   and   worse,   if   a   process   server   fraudulently  
files   a   service   affidavit,   he   or   she   can   face   criminal   charges.   Improperly   serving   a   party   to   a   lawsuit   is   an   incredibly   egregious   error   that  
could   ultimately   cost   a   process   server   his   or   her   job   and   serious   harm   to   those   involved   in   the   court   case.  

Preventative   Measures  
There   are   numerous   ways   in   which   process   servers   can   ensure   that   their   service   is   rock-solid.   Obtaining   a   valid  service   affidavit ,   which  
is   required,   is   the   most   important   piece   of   the   puzzle   as   it   is   the   legal   proof   that   they   properly   served   an   individual.   Servers   must   ensure  
that   the   information   is   properly   filled   out   and   that   the   signatures   are   valid   -   and   that   the   signatures   are   that   of   the   individual   who  
accepted   service.   The   proof   of   service   also   includes   the   date,   time,   location   of   service,   individual   served,   and   it   identifies   the   papers  
served.   The   process   server   must   serve   and   file   this   document   properly   with   the   court   in   a   timely   fashion   by   the   deadlines   set   by   the  
court.  
Process   servers   can   also   provide   further   evidence   of   their   service   by  using   GPS  that   will   log   the   date,   time,   and   exact   geographical  
location   of   service,  wear   a   body   camera  that   will   record   the   service,   or   take   pictures   to   provide   photographic   evidence   of   the   service.   Be  
sure   to   check   local   laws   before   using   cameras   as   some   states   have   regulations   regarding   the   use   of   recording   devices.  

Finding   a   Quality   Process   Server  
When   looking   for   a   process   server,   check   out   civil   process   service   associations   that   help   to   keep   servers   educated   and   informed   about  
changing   laws   and   industry   regulations.   Additionally,  ServeNow  is   a   directory   of   servers   that   helps   people   find   quality   servers   in   their  
area.   If   you’re   a   process   server   who   would   like   to   be   a   part   of   our   pre-screened   network   of   quality   servers,  contact   us   today .  
 
 
 
 
 

Police   Use   of   Facial   Recognition   Is   Accepted   by   British   Court  
By  Adam   Satariano  

Sept.   4,   2019  
 
In   a   closely   watched   case,   a   judge   ruled   that   live   facial   recognition   does   not   violate  
privacy   rights.   There   has   been   little   legal   precedent   about   its   use.   
 
LONDON   —   In   one   of   the   first   lawsuits   to   address   the   use   of   live   facial   recognition  
technology   by   governments,   a   British   court   ruled   on   Wednesday   that   police   use   of   the  
systems   is   acceptable   and   does   not   violate   privacy   and   human   rights.   
The   case   has   been   closely   watched   by   law   enforcement   agencies,   privacy   groups   and  
government   officials   because   there   is   little   legal   precedent   concerning   the   use  

https://www.servemanager.com/
https://www.serve-now.com/articles/133/affidavit-of-service
https://www.serve-now.com/articles/2636/routing-apps-for-process-servers
https://www.serve-now.com/articles/2478/body-cameras-for-process-servers
https://www.serve-now.com/
https://www.serve-now.com/join
https://www.nytimes.com/by/adam-satariano


of cameras   in   public   spaces   that   scan   people’s   faces   in   real   time   and   attempt   to   identify  
them   from   photo   databases   of   criminal   suspects. While   the   technology   has   advanced  
quickly,   with   many   companies   building   systems   that   can   be   used   by   police  
departments,   laws   and   regulations   have   been   slower   to   develop.   

The   High   Court  dismissed   the   case   brought   by   Ed   Bridges ,   a   resident   of   Cardiff,   Wales,  
who   said   his   rights   were   violated   by   the   use   of   facial   recognition   by   the   South   Wales  
Police.   Mr.   Bridges   claimed   that   he   had   been   recorded   without   permission   on   at   least  
two   occasions   —   once   while   shopping   and   again   while   attending   a   political   rally.  

The   case   centers   on   the   use   of   systems   that   scan   human   faces   in   real   time.   That   is  
different   from   technology   used   by   the   authorities   to   find   matches   from   past   images,  
driver’s   license   photographs   or   videos.   Companies   including   Apple,   Facebook   and  
Google   use   the   technology   to   identify   people   in   pictures.   
In   Britain,   the   technology   has   been   used   by   the   South   Wales   Police   and   the  
Metropolitan   Police   Service   in   London.   In   the   United   States,   at   least   five   large   police  
departments   —   including   those   in   Chicago,   Dallas   and   Los   Angeles   —   have   claimed   to  
have   run   real-time   facial   recognition,   purchased   technology   that   can   do   so   or   expressed  
an   interest   in   buying   it,   according   to   a   Georgetown   University   study   from   2016.  
The   South   Wales   Police   often   use   live   facial   recognition   at   large   events,   such   as   the  
national   air   show   and   rugby   matches,   according   to   police   records.   The   cameras   scan  
faces   in   a   crowd,   comparing   the   imagines   with   a   police   database   of   wanted   individuals.  
When   the   system   finds   a   match,   it   sends   an   alert   to   officers   in   a   command   center,   who  
then   contact   other   officers   to   stop   the   person.  
The   court   said   the   police   had   “sufficient   legal   controls”   in   place to   prevent   improper  
use   of   the   technology,   including   the   deletion   of   data   unless   it   concerned   a   person  
identified   from   the   watch   list.   
 
In   praising   the   decision, Alun   Michael,   the   South   Wales   police   and   crime  
commissioner,   said   the   department   had   turned   to   new   technologies   to   help   make   up   for  
budget   cuts.  
“Preventing   crime   and   supporting   safe,   confident,   resilient   communities   is   the   first  
responsibility   of   the   police,   but   this   has   become   increasingly   difficult”   in   the   face   of  
budget   cuts,   Mr.   Michael   said   in   a   statement.   “That   has   made   it   essential   to   use  
innovation   and   embrace   technology   like   facial   recognition   if   we   are   to   have   any   hope   of  
maintaining   police   numbers   in   our   local   communities.”  
Mr.   Bridges,   whose   case   was   supported   by   the   privacy   group   Liberty,   vowed   to   appeal  
the   decision.   Liberty   is   seeking   an   outright   ban   on   the   use   of   the   technology.   

“This   sinister   technology   undermines   our   privacy,   and   I   will   continue   to   fight   against  
its   unlawful   use   to   ensure   our   rights   are   protected   and   we   are   free   from  
disproportionate   government   surveillance,”   Mr.   Bridges   said   in   a  statement .   

Britain’s   top   privacy   regulator,   Elizabeth   Denham, said   a   debate   about   the   use   of   facial  
recognition   would   continue.   She   has   investigated   the   use   of   the   technology   by   the  

https://www.judiciary.uk/judgments/r-v-the-chief-constable-of-south-wales-police-and-others/
https://www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk/news/press-releases-and-statements/liberty-fights-facial-recognition-ban-following-court-ruling


police,   as   well   as   by   private   companies.   The  Financial   Times  reported   last   month   that   a  
major   London   property   developer   had   been   using   the   technology   at   Kings   Cross,   a  
commercial   and   transportation   hub.   

“This   new   and   intrusive   technology   has   the   potential,   if   used   without   the   right   privacy  
safeguards,   to   undermine   rather   than   enhance   confidence   in   the   police,”   Britain’s  
Information   Commissioner’s   Office   said   in   a   statement.   The   statement   cautioned   that  
even   with   the   ruling,   “any   police   forces   or   private   organizations   using   these   systems  
should   be   aware   that   existing   data   protection   law   and   guidance   still   apply.”  
The   decision   by   the   High   Court   can   be   appealed   up   to   Britain’s   Supreme   Court. Some  
believe   a   case   about   facial   recognition   will   eventually   wind   its   way   to   one   of   the   top  
courts   in   the   European   Union,   such   as   the   European   Court   of   Human   Rights.  
 
A   version   of   this   article   appears   in   print   on  Sept.   4,   2019 ,   Section B,   Page 5 of   the   New   York  
edition with   the   headline: Use   of   Facial   Recognition   Approved   for   British   Police .    
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